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GLOSSARY
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ARF: 'Average Revenue per Fan' = total club annual revenue / capacity of ground and social
media base."

ARPU: 'Average Revenue per User' = total revenue / number of users

Big Six: The six breakaway football clubs who were going to form the inaugural European
Super League: Manchester United, Chelsea, Liverpool, Arsenal, Manchester City, Tottenham
Hotspur.

Casual Fans: Fans who attend between 5 and 10 games a season at their favourite club.

CPA: 'Cost per Acquisition' = a marketing metric that measures the aggregate cost to acquire
one paying customer on a campaign or channel level

Current ARF: Average Revenue by Fan, calculated using 2021 data, prior to applying fan
segmentation. 

DTC: 'Direct-to-consumer' = an approach to marketing and content distribution that removes
third parties from the value chain.

ESL: European Super League, a proposed annual football competition for some Europe’s elite
clubs to breakaway from The Champions League.

Fanatics: Fans who attend 10 or more games a season at their favourite club.

Followers: Fans who attend between 0 and 5 games per season at their favourite club.
Typically these fans are global fans who don't attend many games.

FRI: 'Fan Relationship Index' = Segment Group Average Revenue per Fan / Average Revenue
per Fan.

Lifetime Value: How much money a customer will bring your brand throughout their entire
time as a paying customer.

OTT: 'Over-the-Top advertising' = advertising delivered directly to viewers over the internet
through streaming video services or devices, such as smart or connected TVs (CTV).

Premier League: often referred to as the English Premier League or the EPL (legal name: The
Football Association Premier League Limited), is the top level of the English football league
system. 

Share of Wallet: the amount an existing customer spends regularly on a particular brand
rather than buying from competing brands.



Football clubs, invitation-only leagues, sponsors, ownership, financial success,
debt… these are all words that resonate with any business-minded person. But
one important word is missing from this list: fans.

If we needed a reminder about the finely balanced relationship between clubs
and fans, then the reaction to the announcement of the European Super League
(ESL) made it clear. Clubs are not brands; fans are not customers.

But there is more to it than that. The goal of this report is to flip the model
which currently focuses on the financial performance of football clubs to
assess the relationships that fans directly and indirectly have with the club and
the economic value they bring. Currently, one of the key metrics used at an
increasing amount of football clubs is the average revenue per fan (ARF) for
each club. In this model, US sports franchises are the benchmark, led by the
Dallas Cowboys with an ARF of £64 (Sportskeeda, 2021). However, looking at
ARF alone does not tell the full story. This is because big clubs like Manchester
United, Liverpool, and Manchester City have ARFs that are 16 times less than
those of franchises like Dallas, which causes clubs to look at silver bullet
commercial and or broadcast deals.

It is time for a new approach. We need to look at the different types of
relationships that clubs and fans have with each other. By harnessing nuanced
data on fan loyalty, we can shift the focus away from the typical markers that
football clubs use to assess financial growth and sustainability, such as media
rights (a saturated market) and commercial category killer deals.

HIGHLIGHT REEL
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To that end, this report introduces a new metric: the Fan Relationship Index
(FRI). This makes it possible to assess the feelings, behaviours, and desires of
fans across three segments, helping clubs to strengthen, maintain, and foster
relationships with different types of fans.

Whereas the ARF metric groups all kinds of fans together, the FRI separates
them into three distinct categories: ‘Fanatics’, who consistently attend matches
and spend a significant amount of money with the club; ‘Casual Fans’, who
attend matches only occasionally; and ‘Followers’, who rarely or never attend
matches and are often part of a club’s global fanbase.

Distinguishing between these fans provides significantly more detail than
simply looking at ARF. It reveals, for example, that Fanatics contribute between
21% and 30% of the current revenue of the Premier League’s so-called ‘big six’
clubs. The FRI also tells us how much more a Fanatic spends on a club
compared to an average fan. At Manchester United, for instance, the Fanatics
FRI is 654, which means that a Manchester United Fanatic spends 654 times
what an average fan spends on the club. Thus, while the club’s ARF is only
£4.12, the average revenue per Fanatic is £2,695.27. Chelsea is not far behind
Manchester United, with a FRI of 609. Where a club has a higher FRI score, the
index shows higher revenue performance across that segment as a percentage
of the overall global fanbase. 
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Man Utd lead the way
with their most loyal
fans indexing 654x the
average fan, with
Chelsea a close
second.

654x



This highlights the need to leverage FRI, when
compared to Dallas Cowboy's ARF of £64
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Figure 1.1: Big Six Fanatic ARF vs. Fanatic FRI

Revenue at risk if
Fanatics are undervalued.

10%

In terms of ARF, the big six are a long way behind the Dallas Cowboys. This
highlights the huge opportunity presented by increasing ARF, but there are
also clear opportunities and threats:

According to a survey of UK-based football
fans that we ran in partnership with YouGov
in May 2021, around a quarter of
Manchester United, Arsenal, and Liverpool
fans surveyed say they are less likely to
attend fixtures or purchase club
merchandise in the wake of the ESL
announcement (see Appendix 2). While the
clubs involved in the ESL have responded to 
this by paying more attention to supporters’ trusts and appointing fans to
advisory boards, this still represents a clear risk to the 21%–30% of revenue
generated by Fanatics. Even if some Fanatics do continue to attend matches and
spend money at their clubs, it would be arrogant for clubs to take this for
granted. Let us, say, therefore, that the outfall from the ESL announcement
represents a potential 5%–10% risk to these clubs’ overall revenue (roughly a
third of the revenue generated by Fanatics).

Man Utd sitting on a £216m
revenue/impact swing by re-
building Fanatic's trust and
monetising its global Followers.

£216m
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Turning to Casual Fans, it is clear that they offer
relatively fewer opportunities for revenue growth
within the current model. Unless stadiums
increase in size, these fans are unlikely to attend
games or spend money at the ground. However,
the YouGov (2021) survey revealed that many of
these fans are in favour of increased DTC
opportunities such as eSports, premium
subscription services, and more.

The fans that do represent a real opportunity for
transformative growth are Followers. While these
fans rarely attend games or contribute to
matchday sales, a recent report by Censuswide
(2021) that looked at fans of the big six clubs
based in the US and Indonesia found that the
majority want to increase their access to and
engagement with the clubs, as well as their overall
spend (see Appendices 3 and 4). 

The key insight from the Censuswide survey was
that introducing ‘new services’ would present
opportunities for revenue generation. Across every
club, the majority of fans said that they would be
interested in watching matches virtually and
accessing exclusive content via a subscription.
There was low-to-medium interest in other services
and relative interest in purchasing a financial stake
in the club.
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As an example, Manchester United has a global fanbase of 140m Followers
on social media. According to Censuswide, these followers want the
opportunity to engage with new digital services: streaming, more relevant
content, and virtual matchday tours. If Manchester United could convince
10% of its global fanbase to spend just £1 per month, it would be equivalent
to an increase of £168m in incremental revenue. For reference, a club like
Manchester United can expect to make about £40m for playing in the
Champions League, rising to £80m if they were to win it. In comparison to a
good year in the Champions League, therefore, the club’s global fans
represent a 200% revenue growth opportunity. When you add this to the
£158m currently being spent by the club’s Fanatics, then the importance of
monetising global Followers while protecting existing relationships becomes
clear.

This £200m+ revenue impact/swing potential neutralises the £200m+
upfront payment that the ESL promised Manchester United. Meanwhile,
Chelsea, Liverpool, Arsenal, and Manchester City all have significant £90m+
incremental opportunities from monetising their Followers, exceeding any
prize money that they could hope to win in the Champions League. 

Tottenham Hotspur’s and Everton’s models demonstrate that traditional
regional and local fanbases provide fewer opportunities for generating
revenue. Nevertheless, with Tottenham having recently changed stadiums
and Everton about to move to a new stadium, both of these clubs can expect
their opportunities for revenue to increase.
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The big six's global fanbases
are worth more than double
the revenue from playing in
the Champions League.
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Figure 1.2: Global Follower Opportunity by club

Figure 1.3: FRI Rankings for Big Six Clubs

Looking at the overall impact of clubs valuing and investing proportionately to
fans carries the tune of an £800m+ annual revenue opportunity. Significant
direct revenue growth is sitting with the Follower segment who deliver £120m
plus in revenue to five of the Big Six (excluding Tottenham), which is more than
double the current Champions League starting earnings of £50m for those
clubs that qualify.
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Creating a direct-to-fan relationship
Leaving nothing to chance, own the opportunity
Maximising the opportunity to monetise the value chain
Listen to fans and understand their needs

Let’s assume, the answer to question 3 is “No”, so the clubs should develop and
prioritise strategies that get to the bottom of questions 1 and 2, which are built
around:

Once Follower segment is identified and captured, the FRI
increases by 4, resulting in an increase of ARF value by

approximately 20%.

The CLV Group

So what’s the next step for the clubs in leveraging the Fan Relationship Index and
the insights contained within this report? There are three key questions that a club
should consider that orient around four key dimensions outlined below:

How can I create products and services that my fans really want?

Do I have access to the data that enables me to truly understand my fans?

Am I willing to take the financial risk associated with not strengthening my
relationships with Fanatics and Followers?

P A G E  1 0
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When they joined the ESL, the big six clubs stated that it came at a time when the
global pandemic had led to increased instability in the European football
economy.

In March, top-flight chief executive Richard Masters disclosed that clubs stood to
lose £2 billion by the end of the 2021 season due to reductions in broadcast and
matchday revenue. Across the entire season, each Premier League club played
only one home game in front of a crowd, and the numbers were greatly restricted.
They lost out on millions in gate receipts and had to pay back a sizable chunk of
TV cash. They were also impacted by sponsorship losses and a lack of corporate
hospitality. On the face of it, therefore, it is easy to understand why the ESL was
seen as a silver bullet for the Premier League’s big six, who have long coveted the
financial stability and commercial prospects enjoyed by other sports franchises.

Before exploring the opportunity, let us first understand how club revenue works.
There are three main ways in which clubs generate revenue: ticket sales
(including season tickets, matchday tickets, and corporate hospitality), media
broadcasting, and commercial revenue. Ticket sales used to be the dominant
source of income for clubs. In the 1990s, however, lucrative media deals fuelled a
revenue explosion. Now, commercial opportunities are also big business, though
these are still only indirectly connected to fans.

The CLV Group P A G E  1 1

THE OPPORTUNITY UNCOVERED
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In 2019, media accounted for 59% of the total revenue of Premier League clubs
playing regularly in European competitions. That said, this percentage was slightly
less for the big six, who have larger commercial deals and bigger stadiums (see
Appendix 1).

However, most of this media revenue is centralised through league-wide deals,
which means that the revenue is capped and lies outside the control of individual
clubs. From the perspective of club owners, therefore, the ill-fated ESL initiative
makes sense. It was an attempt to respond to revenue pressures and ensure
sustainable growth. The mistake of the executives, though, was that they did not
consider the following question: how can we successfully build revenue streams
by leveraging our current relationships with fans?
 
The challenge for clubs is recognising the complexities of their customer
relationships and understanding that fan relationships go deeper than revenue.
Not all fans are customers, and not all customers are fans. Sponsors, season
ticket holders, premium clients, licensees, and more cannot be simply grouped
together.

The CLV Group P A G E  1 2

We believe that this sector can become a benchmark for revenue generation while
catering to the needs and wants of fans. By maximising fan relationships, football
clubs have a unique opportunity to exploit today’s most valuable commodity:
loyalty. As mentioned earlier, Manchester United’s Fanatics spend 654 times
more than the average fan does with the club! 
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How can we shift the mindset about the industry that football clubs are in? 
What metrics should be used to measure the experience and value of fans? 
How can special relationships be protected between fans and their clubs
while transforming clubs’ approach to revenue?   

Optimise direct spend (e.g. ticket sales, merchandise, direct streaming
services, virtual match days)
Influence indirect spend (e.g. develop brand sponsorship deals that are
predicated on data and fan needs and affinity)

In our analysis, we consider the following key points:

Using these questions as a guide, we believe that football clubs can develop
their brands by increasing their fans’ share of wallet, allowing clubs to:
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Segmenting the global reach and inherent value of the fanbase
Transforming the KPIs and the benchmarks that drive clubs or businesses
Establishing KPIs that demonstrate the power of the ecosystem to the
clubs’ partners

We focus on the strength of football clubs’ brand association and global brand
reach, reflecting on the power of football as a high-quality media form with
considerable influence. Brands such as Cabury’s recognise the value of club
affinity by wrapping their product with club logos both at the match and in-
store. While football clubs should continue to build partnerships with other
global brands, demonstrating the return on investment is critical, so clubs must
look beyond the overall reach of the fanbase globally and the traditional
eyeballs model. Instead, they should focus on shifting metrics for brand
partners into reducing CPA’s, increasing share of wallet, market share and
ultimately Lifetime Value. Imagine Liverpool identifying 1m global users who
spend £1,000.00 per annum travelling by understanding fan needs and wants,
this would be valuable insight for a travel sponsor or partner and can be used to
create a new commercial model between the two.

The power is in the data
Success in this sector will come from the ability to leverage the data and data-
driven expertise of adjacent verticals. For example, media and entertainment
giants like Disney and Sony PlayStation have an average revenue per user
(equivalent to ARF) of £140 or more. The key aspects for leveraging data in this
context are:
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1. Create a direct-to-fan relationship

Being a fan of a football club means something—it is special. A person may
shop in their local supermarket three times a week, but they will never call
themselves a fan. When it comes to their football club, they want a 360°
experience: they want to know everything.
  
In today’s model, the pinnacle of this experience is attending the stadium in
person. But given the global fanbases of most modern clubs, only a tiny
fraction of fans will ever get the chance to visit their club, let alone attend a
match. What can be done to make these fans feel like they have a special
relationship with the club? 
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IMPLEMENTING A FAN-CENTRIC
TRANSFORMATION STRATEGY

Monetising a football club’s fanbase should not be a dirty concept. These clubs
just need to recognise that their revenue can be derived from their base of loyal
supporters. They can then establish a framework for ensuring a mutual
exchange of value between themselves and their fans, recognising their
supporters’ expectations while securing sustainable growth for themselves. 
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2. Leave nothing to chance, own the opportunity

Great brands across all sectors are taking control of their
content, the stories they tell, and the channels they use to
deliver them. They are cutting out the middlemen and
curating a great consumer experience across their
channels.

Manchester United take great pride in the matchday
experience they provide for their supporters at Old Trafford.
Their millions of fans in Indonesia can only dream of this
experience, but they still want a personalised approach and
a unique communication stream suited to their needs.   

Are Facebook posts and YouTube videos the best way for
Manchester United to connect with these fans? How would
local fans feel if Manchester United suddenly started
playing at another ground and the fan experience was
controlled by people outside the club, deciding who got to
see the games and how much they would cost? This is no
different from allowing third-party platforms to structure
the experience for global fans.

Football clubs must segment their customer base and
understand how fans want to consume content and
experience the brand. Just as the manager of a football
club would leave nothing to chance on the day of a match,
club CMOs must take complete control of the fan
experience, optimising club content within a digital
ecosystem.

58% of Big Six fans engage with the
clubs' social media channels

in Indonesia.
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3. Maximising the opportunity to monetise the value chain

There is a significant opportunity for football clubs to usher
in a fan-centric transformation while monetising fan
relationships. The key to implementing a strategy with fans
at the centre is to create a value chain that cuts out any
unnecessary third parties. This would allow football clubs
to create an ecosystem that delivers precisely what fans
want while driving future revenue.

Not all of a club’s fans can fit into Old Trafford, the Nou
Camp, or the San Siro, but it would be possible to offer
them a ‘home’ digital ecosystem that is owned by the club
and the fans. This would let clubs communicate with their
fans and provide them with meaningful content. It would
also prevent third parties from skimming off the top by
exploiting fan loyalty.

4. Listen to fans and understand their needs

To capitalise on this opportunity, clubs must strike a
balance between growing and monetising their Followers
while ensuring added value for Fanatics. As such, clubs
must understand the potential differences in their fan
groups and define relevant tactics for each.
 
Based on the recent YouGov UK survey (2021), let’s look at
these fan groups in more detail, highlighting some key
insights about how fans spend their money and what they
care about.
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MATCHDAY CONTENT

CONSUMPTION

DATA

FANS

THE ANSWER: 
MERGING FANS, DATA & CONTENT 

Diagram: Putting fans and data at the heart of everything. 
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Relationships:

Fan loyalty is based on involvement, but this varies for different types of fans. 

Fanatics care about how their club is run. Most believe that the club considers
their views and values their contributions. While they generally feel that the
products, services and experiences they receive are good value, they also
believe that the costs of loyalty are high, and they would welcome more fan
involvement. They often care more about how the club is run than how their
team performs, though this differs depending on how successful the club is at
any given time. 

Casual Fans are less engaged. In general, they feel neither valued nor exploited,
but they do believe that their club is run mostly for the financial benefit of its
owners rather than the fans. The plans for the ESL were particularly irksome for
these fans, causing a significant proportion of them to state that they had lost
their trust in the club and were less likely to spend money on tickets, TV
subscriptions, and merchandise.

Followers care much less about how their club is run, although many still think
that the club prioritizes financial gains over fans. The main thing that these fans
care about is how the team performs on the pitch.

Spending:

As expected, Fanatics are likely to spend more money with their club than
Casual Fans. Followers rarely spend any money at all...but represent  £600m
untapped upside. Much of this can be captured through content based
offerings and services see below.

Fanatics spend most of their money on match days, primarily on tickets, food,
drink, and merchandise. Clubs should expect this spending to continue over the
next 12 months, but there is a warning shot around lack of trust.

Despite being less likely to attend games and buy tickets, Casual Fans (and
some Followers) are likely to purchase their team’s shirt. Based on their
interest in the club, they are also willing to spend money on direct content
streaming services with the club.
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Content:

The majority of fans will watch live matches on TV. This is particularly true of
Casual Fans, who are likely to watch most of the games that they do not attend. 

Casual Fans are likely to be more interested in football as a whole, watching
previous games and documentaries, and participating in fantasy leagues. 

Fanatics are more likely to engage with club content outside of matches. They
are specifically interested in following their club through TV channels, apps and
social media. 

Services & Communication:

Interest in the potential new services that a club could offer is correlated with fan
loyalty. All types of fans want to feel more included in their club. The main thing
that fans are willing to spend money on (50% on average) is a financial stake in
the club (e.g. shares) or having access to exclusive content. 

Fanatics believe that they receive lots of information about what goes on at their
club, though they would like to know more about how their clubs are run and
what their owners are up to. They would also prefer not to have to pay for all of it.

The CLV Group P A G E  2 0
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Spotlight on Social Media's Role: 

Social media offers a club’s supporters a great way to engage with other fans, the
club, and football in general. 

However, relying on social media means that clubs are unable to gather consistent
and actionable data since that data is owned and controlled by social media
companies, leading to increased fragmentation. When supporters access a club’s
native platforms (via their website or app), the club can gather more information,
but it is primarily focused on the kinds of content that the users like to consume.

Clubs must prioritise strategies to gather deep, actionable data about their
fanbases to enable them to make the right decisions. There are multiple
approaches, but, ultimately, the benchmark for garnering actionable data is
creating a value exchange with a fan via a membership account on the club’s
private platform. This is both privacy compliant and gives back relevant value to
fans in exchange for full, 100% engagement, interest and transactional data,
delivering the best approach for clubs looking to extract meaningful insight

The main questions, therefore, are the following: (1) What is the value that a fan
receives at each level of engagement, eventually causing them to ‘log in’? (2) How
can a club provide more effective content than sports rights holders and media
companies?

As an industry, sport is in a unique position due to its propensity to evoke an
emotional response, thereby forging more powerful bonds with the consumer than
are possible in other verticals that rely purely on distribution or licensing models.

Moreover, consumers now expect live and historical data insights as part of their
viewing experience. This is particularly true of younger audiences, who have
become accustomed to watching a game with a second screen in hand.

The CLV Group P A G E  2 1
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The integration of second-screen data into the on-demand viewing experience has
become commonplace with streaming services. A general appetite for such data is
likely to increase as the uptick in Amazon Prime subscriptions continues. This has
been stimulated by Amazon’s decision to stream Premier League fixtures, which has
led to them securing nearly half of the UK’s new streaming subscribers. As reported
in The Guardian, data from Kantar Media shows that more than 1.3 million
subscribers joined streaming services such as Amazon Prime, Netflix and Disney+
towards the end of 2020 (Sweney, 2021). Of this 1.3 million, 49% joined Amazon,
equivalent to 650,000 new subscribers. In comparison, Netflix had just 17% of the
new subscribers.

In the near future, there is likely to be a much greater focus on OTT sports streaming
and consumption, increasing the importance of data insights. According to the latest
figures published by Sportradar (2019), 95% of 16- to 20-year-olds stream non-live
sport, while the figure falls to 24% among 51- to 60-year-olds. Meanwhile, 90% of 16-
to 20-year-olds consume live sport via OTT platforms, compared to 64% of 51- to 60-
year-olds.

The prevalence of OTT usage among new generations of sports fans will mean that
there is considerable competition for audience attention across different platforms.
Therefore, the companies with the rights to show sports content will be driven to
provide consumers with the compelling visualisations and data-driven insights that
they crave. Providing a wider variety of performance-related data will give those
companies the chance to offer advanced insights via both linear TV and OTT
streaming services.

This was backed up further by the Censuswide (2021) survey in the US and
Indonesia, in which fans stressed that they were prepared to spend money on new
streaming services, virtual matchday experiences, and premium content from their
club.
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Given the difference in size between the number of Followers compared to the
number of Fanatics and Casual Fans, there seems to be a large opportunity for
football clubs based solely on reach alone. This is important since reach currently
serves as an important statistic for football clubs negotiating sponsorship contracts
and commercial deals. However, this opportunity is largely untapped. For example, a
football shirt typically sells for £60 (£30 for a child). Lowering the barriers to entry for
Followers and creating targeted content deals would provide many more
opportunities for revenue generation. 

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS

The fan segment potential offers 30%+ growth for Real Madrid, Barcelona, Juventus,
and Manchester United if they can monetise their global Followers.

Furthermore, focusing on FRI also highlights the regional or local make-up of the
fanbases of clubs like Everton, Schalke 04 and FC Zenit. This reinforces some of the
large investments made by clubs at the top of the list in global tours, global events,
investing in and resourcing commercial operations in global locations, with APAC
and the US a focus(such as Manchester United in Hong Kong and New York).

The CLV Group P A G E  2 3

Figure 1.4: Local Followers FRI
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The Opportunity = Game Changing

There is a £100m+ revenue growth opportunity for each of the founding members
of the ESL. This is double the current Champions League prize money. When
combined with the revenue swing from maintaining the loyalty of Fanatics, it
neutralises any projected gains from the ESL.

The CLV Group P A G E  2 4

Figure 1.5: Global Follower Opportunity Summary

Figure 1.6: Revenue Growth Opportunities
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FANATICS
Fans who attend 10 or more games in a season. Fanatics are typically season ticket
holders and make up a small % of the fans for the largest clubs (those with the largest
stadiums and the largest social media footprints).

CASUAL FANS
Those who attend between 5 and 10 games a season.

FOLLOWERS
Fans who attend between 0 and 5 games a season and do not typically transact or
engage with the club. Typically, Followers make up the global fanbase and account for
the largest percentage of the fans of the biggest European clubs (over 90%).

The CLV Group P A G E  2 5

METHODOLOGY

This section describes how we leveraged publicly available data concerning club
finances (Deloitte, 2021), social media usage, and stadium attendance, as well as fan
surveys from YouGov (2021) and Censuswide (2021), to create the FRI metric and
identify new opportunities for football clubs. 

Definitions of each fan segment:
Fanatics, Casual Fans and Followers.

The CLV Group’s survey defined a fan as an individual who answered a question,
unprompted, with the answer that a particular football club was their main team.

To break this down further, The CLV Group looked at each fan’s frequency of game
attendance, their relationship with the club (transactional and engagement-based), as
well as their future needs and wants. The following types of fan were identified:
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Matchday Revenue (Deloitte 2021)
Broadcast Revenue (Deloitte 2021)
Commercial Revenue (Deloitte 2021)
Frequency of games attended (YouGov 2021)

Fanatics attend 10 games or more each season
Casual Fans attend 5–10 games each season, contributing to 15% of
matchday revenues and 20% of the 50% of commercial revenues
Followers attend 0–5 games each season, equivalent to 5% of matchday
revenues and 30% of the 50% of commercial revenues

Methodology
The CLV Group combined the high-level financial data of football clubs in the
following way:

Formula developed for fan-based segment revenue splits
Inputs used :

Definition of calculations:
Calculations: 50% commercial revenue allocated to direct fanbase and loyal
fans (50% contribution) + matchday revenue (80%)

We took the raw data from the YouGov (2021) and Censuswide (2021) surveys
to aggregate and build an FRI score, which was calculated as follows:

FRI = Segment Group Average Revenue vs Average Revenue per Fan (ARF)

If a segment had an index value of > 1, it meant that the segment spent that
many more times what the average fan spent on the club. If a segment had an
index value of < 1, it meant that the segment spent that many more times less
than the average fan.

Beyond this proxy function that shows the value of the different types of
revenue provided by each segment to a club, The CLV Group also looked at FRI
in the context of future value, using industry standards and our own experience
of delivering revenue lift based on data-driven transformation programs.

The CLV Group P A G E  2 6
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Greenfield opportunities for the UK compared to the rest of the world.

Segmentation split is correct based on frequency and volume of
game attendance (reference table), revenue break-out split
(matchday, commercial and broadcast), and social media footprint as
a conservative proxy for the size of a club’s global fanbase.

Potential future spending areas compared and contrasted with the
present, as identified by YouGov and Censuswide.

Fan sentiment using survey data from YouGov and Censuswide.
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This was formulated using the following components
and considerations:
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This report by The CLV Group provides detailed guidance for football club owners on
how to flip the revenue model to an ARF-driven approach like that of the Dallas
Cowboys (£64 ARF), the benchmark for a sustainable revenue engine. By
implementing a model that responds to the different needs of fans, clubs can
harness a captive audience and implement a revenue model that is based not solely
on demographics but on the passion, engagement, and location of fans around the
world. 

The table below demonstrates just how far behind Premier League clubs are when it
comes to ARF, compared with adjacent franchises and entertainment companies. As
mentioned, however, the point is not just to benchmark on a binary number but to
look at the correlation between club revenue and fan relationships, which produces
the FRI.
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THE DATA BEHIND THE HEADLINES
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To create a stronger correlation between clubs and fan engagement, it is
important not just to focus on ARF as the benchmark. ARF is primarily based on
matchday spend and proportional, direct commercial revenue (from merchandise,
for example). Combining information about fan sentiments and matchday
statistics, The CLV Group worked with data from YouGov (2021) and Censuswide
(2021) across the UK, US and Indonesia to classify and quantify what clubs need
to do and what fans care about. We found that across the football pyramid, all the
way from elite clubs to grassroots community projects, fans can be split into
three overarching categories. Recognising the distinctions between them allows
clubs to develop proportionate strategies to target each of them.
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Figure 1.7: ARF by Business, 2021
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They maintain their loyalty and represent the core heart and value of the
fanbase. 
They accept that the club makes money but want to play a much more active
role outside of match days.

1.Fanatics
Fans who follow the club closely and exhibit passionate, cross-generational
loyalty.

Fanatics make up roughly 21%–30% of the revenue of the Premier League’s big
six. They typically spend 228 to 654 times more than an average fan.
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The following illustration reemphasises the importance of the clubs
prioritising their efforts post ESL failure on stabilising relationships with its
most loyal fans, Fanatics.

Figure 1.8: Big Six FRI (Fanatics Segment)

Figure 1.9: FRI (Fanatics Segment) 
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"Big 6" Highlighted: 

Interested in increased value (through merchandise and promotions)
Less frequent fans, with an upside for Real Madrid, Barcelona, Juventus,
Manchester United, PSG, and Chelsea
Representative of less opportunity for growth unless stadium sizes increase or
DTC content changes

2. Casual fans
The FRI scores show that there is a potential opportunity for growth among these
fans, but this is primarily based on attending match days and/or accessing virtual
content.

Casual fans who want more access are:

Figure 1.10: FRI (Casual Fans Segment)

Figure 1.11: FRI Big Six (Casual Fans Segment) 
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Virtual match viewing and stadium experiences (53%)
Access to a digital TV subscription channel with premium and exclusive content
(52%)

3. Followers
‘Follower’ fans who do not attend games (and are typically based outside of the UK)
represent a significant opportunity for UK clubs, providing an average of £100m each
in incremental revenue for the five biggest clubs through content-based services
such as premium streaming and virtual matchday services. 

From the Censuswide (2021) survey, Follower segments in Indonesia, called out
wanting to spend across the following areas not currently offered by the club:

This segment is also prepared to spend over £200m+ annually across these new
areas. This means that the Big Six could double their current Champions League
revenues (currently between £50m-£80m per year for the four clubs who participate)
by improving offerings for their global (non-UK) fans. If the Big Six could convert 10%
of their global fans to spend an extra £1 per month (equating to £12 a year), it would
equal a total of over £600m in incremental direct revenue - £168m for Manchester
United alone.

Increasing the FRI for fans in the Follower segment through newly monetised
services would have a dramatic effect on clubs’ overall revenue and ARF.
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Figure 1.12: Global Follower Opportunity by Big Six

Figure 1.13: Opportunity for Big Six Followers
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Appendix 1 = Overall Revenue Breakout

*Note: data represents publicly quoted user or fan numbers (Clement, 2021) (Sharp, 2021).
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Appendix 2 = Analysis of UK Fan Relationship
& New Services
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Appendix 3 – US Fan Sentiment
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Appendix 3 – CensusWide (US) Fan Sentiment
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Appendix 4 – Indonesia Fan Sentiment
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Appendix 4 – CensusWide (Indonesia) Fan Sentiment
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